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ABSTRACT
The standard electrical power grid is integrated with information and communication technologies in a smart grid (ICT). Such
integration empowers electrical utilities providers and consumers, increases the efficiency and availability of the power system,
and allows customers' needs to be continually monitored, controlled, and managed. A smart grid is a massive, complicated
network made up of millions of linked objects and organisations. With such a large network comes a slew of security problems
and flaws. Cryptography and steganography algorithms have been applied to give security in SG. Steganography algorithm hides
the important data in the cover media to provide imperceptibility to the attacker. Image is the most essential cover media in the
steganography. Least significant bit (LSB) method is used to hide the confidential information in the cover image. The hiding
process provides variability in the cover image. In this paper, an optimized data hiding method is proposed to reduce the
variability. The proposed method has two phases. In the first phase, the confidential information bits are matched with LSB bits
of cover image pixel. For matching purposes, original or complemented form of confidential information bits is matched with
cover image pixel and if match found then index is determined. In the second phase, the indexs are hided in the cover image in
optimal way using the JAYA optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithm searches the optimal starting point in the cover
image for index hiding. After searching the optimal starting pixel, hide the index using k-bits LSB method. The proposed method
is simulated in MATLAB and performance analysis is done using various parameters. The simulation outcomes represent that
the presented method is better than existing methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The SG is a cutting-edge infrastructure in power systems that offers a slew of advantages, including the effective integration of
RESs. However, because a vast quantity of data must be shared to successfully manage such a complex system, the SG is heavily
reliant on improved communication [1]. As a result, cyber-attacks on the smart grid have increased. Next, we have discussed the
most prominent attacks in the smart grid [2].
• Traffic Analysis Attack: In this attack, the attacker is monitor the communication line. In the smart grid, the smart meter
periodically communicate the data to the smart grid. The data contain information of electricity usage and area. Further, this
information is processed to predict electricity demand in the future. Thus, any vulnerabilities in the data negatively impact the
smart grid network.
• Man-in-the-Middle Attack: The MITM attack is a sort of monitor in which the attacker attempts to establish separate connections
with dangerous communication at both ends and transmits data in the middle. Furthermore, authorised users at endpoints believe
in communicating directly with one another via their personal connection.
• False data injection attack: This kind of attack as a well-crafted sort of integrity attack, can have an influence on the execution
as well as management of SGs through passing bad data detection systems. To disrupt the state variables, the attacker might
insert bad data into a randomly picked vector. The latter is a more significant assault since the attacker has a good understanding
of the network structure and can make pre-programmed modifications to state variables. When important meters are hacked,
detecting harmful data assaults becomes increasingly difficult. False data injection attacks may be mitigated using several
traditional strategies that safeguard specific vital sensors in the power system. The sort of attacked meters might vary, for
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example, in load alteration as well as load relocation assaults, the quantity of the load meter is changed to launch a cyber attack
on the SG.
• Jamming attack: is a sort of DoS attack that may be used to disrupt real-time communications. As a result of the jamming, state
estimate and online checking may fail to reveal the genuine operational status of the system, and the associated power price will
be determined incorrectly. The primary objective for launching the attack is to manipulate the electricity market's prices. When
there is a jamming, the pricing mechanism is based on state estimates from sensors that are unavailable to the control centre.
To overcome these attacks, security algorithms are deployed in the smart grid. Cryptography and steganography is the most preferred
fields [3-5]. The steganography approaches hide the confidential information in the media of cover as well as gives no special
attention to the attacker [5]. Therefore, in this paper, we have find out the steganography approaches. In the literature, LSB is the
most essential information hiding approach. This algorithm replace the cover image LSB bit with confidential data bit. However,
data hiding process generate variability. To reduce the variability, various methods are proposed. Pratik D. Shah and R.S. Bichkar
[1], match the secret data bits with the cover image pixel bits. If matched found then index is determined else data is hided using
LSB method. After that, hide the indexes in the cover image using genetic algorithm. However, this method provides lesser
embedding capacity. Further, Kamil et al. [2], matches the original or complemented form of secret data bits with LSB bits of the
cover image pixels. After that, hides the matched index in the cover image using 2-bit LSB method. The advantage of the their
method is original or complemented form of secret data bits is always matched with cover image pixel bits. However, 2-bit LSB
based index hiding generates variability. These challenges are taken under consideration and designed a method that lesser
variability over existing methods.
The main contribution of this paper is to secure the confidential data of smart grid using steganography. To obtain this aim, the
confidential information bits are hided in the cover image in the optimal way. There are two phases of the proposed method. In the
first phase, confidential data bits are matched with cover image pixels and matched index is determined. In the second phase, the
matched index are hidden in the cover image in the optimal way using the JAYA algorithm. The simulation results show that the
proposed method provides superior results in terms of PSNR as compared to other methods.
The other sections of the proposed article is as follows. Section 2 shows the related work. Section 3 illustrates the presented
technique. Section 4 shows the simulation results. Conclusion, as well as future scope, is defined in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we have reviewed the articles are published in steganography for data hiding.
Kamil et al. [6], The use of an optimal cover media match was shown to be beneficial in concealing data accurately and increasing
the visual quality of steganography approaches. Several improved steganography algorithms have recently been created to protect
cloud data from dangerous assaults. Although these approaches may find the best bits matches in the media of cover to hide the
confidential information exactly and with less fluctuation, they take longer to compute. As a result, this research suggested a
steganography approach with almost zero variability and a short processing time. Video steganography was used to accomplish and
optimise the data concealment of confidential information bits in either complemented or non-complemented forms. In addition, in
the covered frame, the indices for the complemented as well as non-complemented forms were obscured. When extracting the secret
messages, this allowed information to be sent effectively to the receiver. Various criteria such as PSNR, normalised crosscorrelation,
as well as normalised absolute error were used to evaluate the suggested algorithm's performance. The created method has been
proven to be extremely successful in the management of video data security in cloud computing.
Sahil Garg and Naresh Kumar Garg [7], Steganography algorithms used to secure sensitive data on the Internet. It hides the
hidden information in the cover image and provides imperceptibility to the attacker. The LSB is the most essential method in the
steganography. In this method, the least significant bit of the picture of cover pixel replaced with data bits. In the literature, the data
hiding achieved without considering the HVS characteristics that degrade the visual quality of the image. In this paper, the optimized
data hiding has done. The colour picture contains three planes known as the red–green–blue plane. The green plane is the most
sensitive, and blue is less sensitive to the human eyes. In the optimized method, the hidden information bits match with the cover
image bits. If the bits match, then the corresponding optimal index determines, else data hiding done in the LSB bits of the cover
pixel. After that, the optimal indexes hide in the cover image using a 2-bit LSB technique. In the proposed technique, image smooth
and edge region characteristics explored before data hiding. There is a high correlation between the consecutive pixels in the smooth
region and the minimum correlation on the edges. Thus, we have matched the secret data bits with the cover pixel bits in the smooth
as well as hide the optimal indexes on the edges. The experimental results performed on the standard dataset images downloaded
from the USC-SIPI image database.
Shah et al. [8], Covert communication is accomplished through the use of steganography. In picture steganography, the hide data
is hidden in the cover image in such a manner that the cover image changes very little. Although there has been a lot of study into
picture steganography, only a few studies have looked at the idea of picking a cover image for steganography that is more compatible
with the hidden data. We provide a GA-based approach for picking a cover picture from a database of photographs in this work.
The chosen cover picture is the best suitable with the secret info provided.
Pratik D. Shah and R.S. Bichkar [9], Many data security challenges have arisen as a result of the significant increase in data flow
through the Internet. Steganography is a technique for concealing the existence of classified information. As a result, it is often
utilised to address data security concerns. A safe and lossless spatial domain picture steganography approach is proposed in this
study. By selecting acceptable sites to hide 2 bits of hide information, a stream of secret data is hidden in a quarter of the picture,
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resulting in the creation of corresponding to the location of match. LSB replacement steganography is used to hide these coefficients
in the rest of the picture. The suggested approach is exceedingly safe and practically hard to extract secret data from since a genetic
algorithm is utilised to identify the best feasible spot to hide these coefficients in the image. The suggested technique's results are
compared to LSB replacement steganography, which uses the same amount of secret data. When compared to LSB steganography,
the suggested approach is shown to be far better. It improves MSE and PSNR values while also minimising histogram deterioration
and so avoiding histogram attack.
Sahu et al. [10], The bit flipping approach is proposed in this article as a way to hide hidden information in the original picture.
Here, a block is made up of two pixels, with one or two LSBs being flipped to secret hidden data. There are two versions of it. Both
Variant-1 and Variant-2 hide the secret data in the 7th and 8th bits of a pixel. Variant-1 hides 3 bits per pixel pair, whereas Variant2 hides 4 bits per pixel pair. When compared to existing bit flipping methods, our suggested approach significantly increases the
capacity and the number of bits per pixel. The suggested approaches' picture steganographic properties were compared to the
findings of an existing bit flipping method as well as various state-of-the-art articles.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method hides the smart grid secret information in the picture of cover in the optimal way to reduce variability. The
flowchart of the proposed method is represented in Figure 1. Initially, cover image is read as well as split into two halves. The first
half of the cover image and confidential data is given to the matched algorithm. The matching algorithm matches the confidential
data bits with LSB bits of the picture of cover. In the this algorithm, to match the bits, the confidential data bits are split into 2-bits
chunks. After that, confidential data bits, original or its complemented form is matched with cover image pixels. Next, which form
is matched according to that index is determined along with first half of the stego image.

Cover Image

Cover Image (Second Half)

JAYA Algorithm based Data
Hiding

Cover Image (First Half)

Matching Algorithm (Original or
Complemented Form)

Matched
Index

Stego Image (Second Half)

Confidential
Data

Stego Image
(First half)

Stego Image

Performance Analysis
Figure 1 Flowchart of the Proposed Method
The second half is used to secret the matched index in the picture of cover in the optimal way using the JAYA algorithm. Therefore,
second half of the cover image and matched index is given to the JAYA algorithm. The JAYA algorithm searches the optimal
starting pixel in the picture of cover to reduce the variability that generated due to index hiding. After determing the optimal starting
pixels, the index hides in the picture of cover using 2-bit LSB bit method. In the last, the performance analysis of the proposed
method is done using qualitative and quantitative analysis.
A detailed description of the JAYA algorithm is given below.
• Basic Concepts of JAYA Algorithm: Rao [11] proposed the JAYA algorithm, a population-based metaheuristic algorithm. This
section introduces and evaluates the JAYA algorithm from several optimization angles. Initially, the JAYA algorithm inspiration
is described. The JAYA algorithm's procedural steps are then presented.
• Inspiration of JAYA Algorithm: The JAYA method was created to solve optimization functions that were both limited and
unconstrained. The title JAYA comes from Sanskrit and signifies "victory." This algorithm is a population-based metaheuristic
that combines evolutionary and Swarm-based intelligence properties. It is based on the "survival of the fittest" principle's natural
behaviour. This means that in the JAYA population, solutions are drawn to the best global solutions while the worst ideas are
ignored. To put it another way, the JAYA algorithm's search process strives to come closer to success by reaching the global
best solutions, and tries to avoid failure by avoiding the worst options. The JAYA algorithm offers various advantages over other
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population-based algorithms, including ease of implementation and independence from method-specific parameters (i.e., the
population size, and maximum number of iterations)
• JAYA Algorithm Steps: In this section, the basic flowchart and algorithm are shown in Figure 2 and Table 1 [12].

Figure 2 Flowchart of JAYA Algorithm [12]
Table 1 Pseudocode of JAYA Algorithm [12]
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the simulation results of the proposed method is presented. The algorithm is simulated in MATLAB.
4.1 Qualitative Analysis
In this analysis, the pictures of cover, as well as stego, are compared based on the visual variability. Table 2 shows the qualitative
analysis of the proposed method.
Table 2 Qualitative Analysis
Stego Image

Cover Image

Lena

Baboon

Barbara

Pepper

Female
4.2 Quantaitive Analysis
In this analysis, the most prominent paramters, Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are calculated
for the proposed method.
4.2.1 Mean Square Error (MSE): This parameter calculates the variability in the picture of cover as a result of data concealing [13].
It's worked out using Eq (1).
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

1
𝐴𝐵

∑𝐴𝑖=1 ∑𝐵𝑗=1(𝐶𝑖𝑗 − 𝑆𝑖𝑗 )2
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where AB denotes the cover image's row as well as columns. The cover and stego pictures are denoted by the letters CS. Table 3
shows the outcomes of the suggested method. The result shows that the proposed method MSE is on average is 0.6179.
Table 3 MSE for the Proposed Method
Images
MSE
Lena

0.6226

Baboon

0.6196

Barbara

0.6202

Pepper

0.6153

Female

0.6120

Average

0.6179

4.2.2 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): PSNR parameter calculated the quality of picture of stego after information embedding
[13]. PSNR is stated as eq (2)
PSNR=10log10

𝑃2
𝑀𝑆𝐸

(dB)

(2)

Here, P defined the maximum intensity and its value is 255. Table 4 represented the PSNR for the various picture of cover. The
result shows that the proposed method MSE is on average is 50.2214dB.

Images

Table 4 PSNR for the Proposed Method
PSNR (in dB)

Lena

50.1886

Baboon

50.2099

Barbara

50.2052

Pepper

50.2403

Female

50.2629

Average

50.2214

4.3 Comparative Analysis
The presented method is compared with other methods which are based on the PSNR parameter in Table 4.4 with the same cover
and secret data size. The outcomes show that the presented method is better than other methods.

Methods
PSNR (in dB)

Table 5 Comparative Analysis with the Existing Methods
Pratik D. Shah and R.S.
Kamil et al. [6]
Bichkar [9]
52.12
53.14

Proposed Method
53.28

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the presented article, we have designed an optimized data hiding method to reduce variability. To achieve this goal, the original
or complemented form of the confidential data is matched with LSB bits of the cover image as well as matched index is determined.
After that, the matched index is hide in the cover image in the optimal way using the JAYA algorithm. The JAYA algorithm searches
the optimal starting pixel for index hiding. Next, hide the index using k-bit LSB method from the optimal starting pixel. The result
shows that the presented technique gives better PSNR than other methods. In the future, the proposed method is enhanced by
deploying the data compression method. The deployment of data compression method before data hiding enhancing the embedding
capacity.
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